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Let aeN, a.. H+l,. . ., aH be any complex numbers, x1, x2,. . . , xL (L > 2) 
any real numbers such that 
min 11x, - xkl[ = S > 0. 
j#k 
Let 
S(x,) = g a, exp {i2zx,}. 
-N 
The author slightly sharpens a result of Davenport and Halberstam by 
proving 
5 IS(x,)l” C 2 max (2N, S-l) jN la$. 
1 
The following theorem has been proved by H. Davenport and 
H. Halberstam [I]. 
THEOREM DHl. Let u-~, u-N+~,. . ., aN be any complex numbers and let 
S(x) = a,e(nx), 
n=-N 
where e(0) = exp (i2ntl). Let x1, x2,. . . , xL (L > 2) be any real numbers, 
and define 
where llt~ll means the distance from tl to the nearest integer. Then 
It has been pointed out by H. Stark [I] that the constant 2.2 in the 
above theorem cannot be replaced by a number less than 2-87~~~. In 
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this paper we shall narrow this gap by replacing 2.2 simply with 2. We 
shall prove the following theorem.’ 
THEOREM. Using the same notation as in Theorem DHl, we hat;e 
(1) 
We need a lemma. 
LEMMA. Let T(t) = (+c2 - t’)‘/cos’ t (0 < t < +n). Then we have 
(i) T(t)f, and hence T(t) < lim T(t) = 71’ (0 < t < &c). 
t-qn-0 
(ii) T(t)/tJ, and hence T(t)/t > lim T(t)/t = 27~ (0 < t < in). 
t+*n-0 
Proof. We first show that T(t)?. Write (d/dt)T(t) = P(t)Q(t), where 
P(t) = 2(&c* - t2)/cos3 t and Q(t) = ($n” - t*) sin t - 2t cos t. Since P(t) > 0 
for t E (0, $n), the sign of (d/dt)T(t) will be the same as that of Q(t). We see 
that 
Q’(t) = ; Q(t) = (&c* -2- t*) cos t 
and Q’(t) attains its zero value only when t = 371, (&c*-2)“‘. But 
Q(0) = Q&c) = 0, Q((&c* -2)“2) ‘v l/5 > 0 and Q’(0) = $z* -2 > 0. It 
follows that Q(t) 2 0 for t E (0,$x). Hence T(t)f and 
T(t) < lim T(t) = 7c2 
t-+r- 0 
for t E (0, $7~). This proves (i). 
Next, write 
T(t),t = (f7-c + t>* m-o* ___~ t cos* t 
= Tl(W2(0, say. 
Since (d/dt)T,(t) = t-*&c+ t)(t-$tn) -z 0 for t E (0, $c), we have T,(t)l. 
On the other hand, putting u = )n - t, we have 
*rc-t 2 
T*(t) = COST 
1 > 
= (u/sin u)*, 
which is an increasing function of U. Then T2(t)l, as t increases from 0 
to &n. It follows that T(t)/t = T,(t)T,(t) is a decreasing function of t. 
Hence 
T(t)/t > lim T(t)/t = 271. 
i-+&n-0 
This proves (ii). 
1 Since this paper was written, I have learnt from Professor H. Davenport that the 
result has been given in an unpublished paper by Bombieri and Davenport (to be 
published in a memorial volume dedicated to Edmund Landau). But the proof in this 
paper is a simpler alternative proof of the result, 
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Proof of the theorem. Our argument follows closely the proof in [I], 
but is given in detail in the interests of clarity. The improvement of 
Theorem DHl derives from a more favourable choice of the function 1(1 
(see (3) below, as compared with [I], (8)). 
For 0 < q < $6, let 
W) = f wW “=-co 
be any real function which is in Lz and vanishes for ljx/ > q. Let 
PNW = 5 12,’ a,e(nx). 
n=-N 
We have 
t 11 
s(x) = j- +(Y>pN(x - Y)h = j ti(Y)pNb - ddY. 
-3 -4 
By Holder’s inequality we have 
Replacing x by x, (r = 1,2,. . . , L) and summing over r, we obtain 
since the intervals (x,-q, x, + u) do not overlap. But 
Then we have 
(2) 
We now take 
NY) = 
{ 
r 
-‘cos~y if O< l[yll <q; 
0 if Ml 2 q* 
(3) 
Simple calculation gives that 
cg = 4171, 
4 cos 2nr/n 
1 
(4) 
c-n = ‘n = n{l -(4nV)2} (n = 1,2,. . .) 
and 
f “=-co cl = I+ $yy)dy = q-1. 
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Putting t = 2nqx we have 
cI2 = c-2 = (&n2 - t2)Z n n = 1 T(t). 7L2cos2 t ?T2 
By Lemma (i) we see that 
co2 < c-1 = q-2 < ci2, 
where 0 < 2nq7r < 2Nq7c < &r. It follows from (2), (4), (5) that 
(6) 
We are now in a position to determine the value of v. For each E > 0 
define 
We see that r~ < +S. 
If q = (1/4N) - E, put t, = 2Nqn: = $t - E. From (6) we have 
Considering Lemma (ii) and taking E + 0, we have 
< 4N fN la,12. 
+-1 ((+x)2- t2)Z N cd t “z&N hlz 
= 5 a-’ w..N 1%129 
where t = 2Nqn: < $a. It follows from Lemma (i) that 
(7) 
We see that in the above two exhaustive cases, inequality (1) holds. 
The proof of the theorem is complete. 
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Remark. H. Davenport and H. Halberstam [I] also proved the following 
theorem : 
THEOREM DH2. With the hypotheses of Theorem DHI, let 
4 = 7:: IIxprJl- 
Then 
We shall see that by choice of the same function $ constructed in the 
proof of our theorem, the constant 6.1 in Theorem DH2 can be lowered 
to 5.9. 
Proceeding by a similar argument as that in the proof of Theorem DH2 
and considering (4), (5), we have 
where t = 2Nqx < -$n. Taking t = 1.277 we have 
72 (&r2- f2)2 
f l+; 
( > cos2 t 
c5.9. 
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